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Siemens Trade In and save up to £100 Promotion 
Terms & Conditions 

 
1) The Siemens Trade-In and Save up to £100 Promotion will run from 02.04.15 to 03.06.15 inclusive, and 

incorporates savings across selected Siemens  home appliances in participating Currys stores and on 
participating models (the “Promotion”). 

2) This Promotion is a consumer only promotion and shall not apply to purchases of graded, seconds, 
replacements and imperfect products or business-to-business or to trade/contract sales. 

3) No other promotions can be claimed in conjunction with Trade in. 
4) The promotion applies only to the Siemens home appliances listed on this form (the “Model”) and their 

respective values purchased from a participating retailer between 02.04.2015 and 03.06.2015 (inclusive). 
5) The Trade In value will only be given when consumer trades in a large electrical home appliance and will be 

deducted at point of purchase. 
6) It is the responsibility of the retailer to collect the traded-in appliance and dispose ethically according to the 

WEEE directive. 
 

         Model 
Trade In 
value 

 

Model 
Trade In 

Value 
 
 

 

KI81RAD30 £50.00 
 

WT46W381GB £50.00 
 

 

KI81RAF30G £50.00 
 SN26T597GB £100.00 

 

 

KI82LAF30G £50.00 
 

SN26T297GB £100.00 
 

 KI82LAD30 £50.00  SN26T298GB £50.00  

 KI72LAF30G £100.00  SN26M231GB £30.00  

 KI41RAD30 £50.00  SN26M831GB £30.00  

 KI41RAF30G £50.00  SN25M880GB £30.00  

 KI42LAF30G £100.00  KG33VVW31G £50.00  

 KI31RAF30G £100.00  KG34NVW20G £50.00  

 KI32LAF30G £100.00  KG34NVI20G £50.00  

 KI32LAD40G £100.00  KG36DVI30G £70.00  

 KI42LAD40G £100.00  KG39NVW32G £70.00  

 WK14D320GB £100.00  KG39NVI32G £100.00  

 WK14D540GB £100.00  KG39VVW31G  £50.00  

 WM12Q391GB £50.00  KG39VVI31G  £50.00  

 WM14Q391GB £50.00  KG33VVI31G £50.00  

 WM14E462GB   £50.00   

 WT46E381GB £30.00   

 
7) The Siemens Trade-In promotional activity is subject to availability. 
8) The Promotion is open to UK, Channel Island, Northern Ireland and Isle of Man residents only.  
9) The Promotion is subject to the laws of England and Wales. Personal data collected for purposes of Promotion 

will be processed in accordance with the provisions of Promoter’s privacy policy, available at www.siemens-
home.co.uk/privacy-policy.html.  

10) The Promoter/Data Controller is Siemens, a division of BSH Home Appliances Limited, a company registered in 
England and Wales under company registration no. 01844007, and whose registered office is at Grand Union 
House, Old Wolverton Road, Wolverton, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, MK12 5PT. 
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